HOLIDAY HOME WORK
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
CLASSES

TOPICS FOR HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

CLASS X

*Book Review:”The Story of My Life” by Helen Keller (Chapter wise
review of the first half of the novel)
*PPt : Life and Career of a Sports Personality.(MCB)
* Prepare a Seminar on Alternate Therapy
-Music therapy
-Aroma Therapy etc.
*Nature’s Medicine Chest :Summary and relevant pictures to be
written in the Assignment book.

CLASS IX

CsLASSVIII

CLASS VII

*Book Review: “Three Men in a Boat” Jerom K Jerom (Chapter wise
review of the first half of the novel)
* Write the charactersketch of
Harris; George; Jerome. Jerome; as well as of Montmorency – the dog.
*Read the novel,” Wise and Otherwise” by Sudha Murthy and write a
book review of it.
*PPton any one of the following:
Modify our life style –Reduce Carbon Footprint.
Or
Gather as much information you can find about Alternate Source of
Energy
*Comic Creation (based on any interesting story, the students have
read)
*Scrap Book on ants (Students can collect information from various
sources including internet)
*Gather information about UN and its constituent bodies.(
Geography lesson)
*Peace Memorial Park is the only park of its kind in the world. Collect
details of this park ( where is it and what is its significance)
* A natural calamity causes huge destruction and loss of life and
property. In such situation doing whatever possible, to save human and
animal life by participating in relief work and disaster management is
very important. Find more about Disaster Management and its
importance.
*Write 2 short stories with animals as characters to be compiled into a
book od Animal Fables.. ( stories should be original)
*Pick three passages from the newspaper for Comprehension and
prepare some questions and answers based on it.
*Read any 2 of the following novel and write a short review of it :

Treasure island, Tom Sawyer, Around the world in80 days, Charlie and
the chocolate factory, Huckleberry Finn, Robinson Crusoe,
Oliver twist, or any other classic of your choice.
Prepare a Scrap Book ( on any National Festivals)
Collect information about the Importance of various trees to be used for
the Wall paper magazine.
Write a paragraph about KalpanaChawla’s contributions. Include
pictures of other eminent astronauts.
In addition to all these homework, students should undertake creative writing for the School
Magazine)
CLASS VI

